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a b s t r a c t
With the support of portable electronic devices and crowdsensing, a new class of mobile applications
based on the Internet of Things (IoT) application is emerging. Crowdsensing enables workers with mobile
devices to travel to specified locations and collect data, then send it back to the requester for rewards.
However, the majority of the existing crowdsensing systems are based on centralized servers, which are
prone to a high chance of attack, intrusion, and manipulation. Further, during the process of transmitting
information to and from the service server, the worker’s location is usually exposed. This raises the
potential risk of a privacy infringement. In this paper, we first identify three ways locations can be
disclosed in traditional crowdsensing systems. Then, we propose a novel solution, dubbed a blockchain
privacy-preservation crowdsensing system, to address these privacy problems. The proposed system not
only protects the privacy ofworker locations but also increases the success rate of completing the assigned
task. Specifically, the system entails a rewards-based task assignment process that, essentially, markets
the given assignment and uses the anonymized characteristics of blockchain technology to hide the
identity information of users. To prevent attacks through re-identification, we have introduced a private
blockchain to distribute the worker’s transaction records.
© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
As a new emerging application of the IoT, crowdsensing takes
advantage of sensor-equipped mobile devices to collect and share
data [1]. Users are registered as candidate workers in the crowd-
sensing platform. This allows the server to select workers to com-
plete data collection tasks for a reward. To complete a spatial
crowdsensing task, workers physically travel to a pre-defined loca-
tion, collect the required data, and transmit it back to a server. This
type of data-collection process has been used in many large-scale
real-world applications, such as environmental monitoring [2],
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traffic detection [3], and point of interest identification [4]. How-
ever, spatial crowdsensing may expose the worker’s location and
their travel history to a would-be attacker, which raises serious
privacy concerns to the point where it affects worker uptake of the
system. Therefore, ensuring the privacy of theworkers’ locations is
highly desirable.
There are three ways in which a worker’s location privacy
might be disclosed to an untrusted server. First, workers need
to submit their exact location to the server to be allocated tasks
more efficiently. Second, when a worker accepts an assigned task,
the server knows that worker’s future location, i.e., their final
destination. Third, after completing the task, the server processes
their payment so it knows the task the worker completed. As such,
completing a task reveals the worker’s previous locations, which
might be used to form a precise travel history.
Numerous techniques have been proposed to protect the pri-
vacy of a user’s location, such as dummy locations [5], k-anonymity
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.future.2018.11.046
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Fig. 1. Payment process.
[6], the obfuscation method [7], and differential privacy [8,9].
Most of these countermeasures only consider the first way of
privacy disclosure that the workers upload their location informa-
tion to the crowdsensor’s server. For instance, Kazemi et al. [10]
proposed protecting the worker locations by cloaking the region
around the exact location. Only a few approaches hide the tasks
assigned to workers [11–13]. For example, Bin et al. [12] presented
a clustering-based approach in which the server assigns tasks to
a cluster head instead of the cluster members. But these types
of countermeasures are based on a strong assumption that the
cluster head is fully trusted. Unfortunately, even if the location
information has the strongest protection during the task assign-
ment process, very few methods prevent exposure of the workers’
locations during the payment process.
Fig. 1 shows an example payment process between an un-
trusted server and anonymized workers where the server has no
idea about which tasks theworkers completed. This process can be
used to successfully preventworker locations from being disclosed
to the server or other network users in the task assignment phase.
However, the payment information is still associated with the
real identity of the worker. By observing the payment, the server
can infer which task a particular worker actually completed. For
instance, suppose the server paid 10 toWorker 1 and the only task
in the pool that has a reward of 10 is Task 3. It would be very easy
for the server to infer that Worker 1 has been to location C.
The above privacy problem can be tackled by involving a trust-
worthy third party in the payment process. For example, the server
pays the total reward for all tasks to a third party, who forwards in-
dividual rewards to particularsworker. However, it is a challenging
undertaking to guarantee that the third party’s payment process
is precise and secure. In addition, instilling worker trust in the
third party is also challenging. The advanced features of blockchain
technology (e.g., anonymity, immutability) provide some promise
for a better solution to the aboveprivacy challenges. In a blockchain
network, users trade for services using cryptocurrencies, and each
user is associated with anonymous account information. As the ac-
count address is a public key, it is hard for other users of the system
to determine the real identity of the account owner. Therefore,
blockchains can be leveraged to solve both the second and third
ways of location privacy disclosure.
Although blockchain seems to be an ideal solution for pro-
tecting worker privacy, currently, it cannot be directly applied
to a crowdsensing system. Transparency is one of the renowned
features of the blockchain, whichmay present the risk of disclosing
an individual’s privacy. Lu et al. [14] point out that a ‘‘considerable
amount of information about the workers will be leaked to the
public through their participation history’’. Participants’ identities
might be revealed by observing a large amount of transactional
information. To prevent a re-identification attack, we make use
of a private blockchain to disperse the participants’ transaction
records. Specifically, we arrange some miners to create multiple
private chains. Workers who do not want to disclose their location
information can choose tasks from various private blockchains for
each time slot, which makes it hard for attackers to compromise
the participants’ transaction history
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as fol-
lows:
• We identify a new type of location privacy attack as a result
of the payment process. A server is able to infer where a
worker has been by linking the amount of the payment to the
task rewards. Also, the real identity of the worker cannot be
protected using traditional payment methods.
• We propose a blockchain-based privacy preservation frame-
work for protecting worker locations in crowdsensing sys-
tems. The framework, not only protects location information
but also guarantees fair tradingwithout the need for a trusted
third party.
• The framework also prevents re-identifications attack by
leveraging a private blockchain network, which distributes
worker transaction records across many different networks.
Hence, attackers cannot infer aworker’s identity by observing
their corresponding transaction history.
• We further systematically analyze the efficiency, accuracy,
and security of the proposed system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
introduce the preliminaries. Section 3 defines the problem and
presents the proposed system framework. We outline the crowd-
sensing system in Section 4. Section 5 presents the privacy analysis.
Section 6 details the results of the performance evaluation. Sec-
tion 7 discusses related work, and Section 8 concludes the paper.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Crowdsensing
Crowdsensing is a technique where a large group of individu-
als with mobile devices equipped with sensors collectively share
sensory data to measure, analyze, or infer any issue of common
interest. Traditional crowdsensing systems contain three entities:
the requester, the server, and the workers. The requester posts
the sensing tasks, the server assigns the tasks, and the workers
complete the task and send the associated data to the requester
for a reward. Crowdsensing has two models of task assignment,
worker selected tasks (WST) and server assigned tasks (SAT).
In WST, the server publishes the tasks and the workers au-
tonomously select the ones they prefer. The advantage of this
model is that theworkers do not need to reveal their exact location
and the server does not knowwhich tasks theworkers have chosen
to do. That is, the server has no idea where the worker is (the
worker’s exact location) and where the worker is going to (the
location of the assigned task). The drawback of this model is that
the server does not have any control over the allocation of the tasks,
and workers often choose tasks based on their own objectives
(e.g., the k closest tasks to reduce travel costs) [15], which may
result in a low assignment success rate.
In SAT, the worker first reports their location information to
the server, and the server assigns tasks according to the worker’s
location. In this model, the server takes control of assigning nearby
tasks to the workers, while maximizing the assignment success
rates. Nonetheless, both the worker’s location and the task as-
signment information are revealed to the server, which may raise
privacy concerns.
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2.2. Blockchain
Blockchain was invented by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008 to serve
as the public transaction ledger of the Bitcoin cryptocurrency [16].
The ledger records a continuously growing list of transaction
records, called blocks, which are linked by the cryptographic hash
of the previous block. A blockchain is typically managed by a peer-
to-peer network collectively following a pre-defined consensus
protocol [17]. The public blockchain is permissionless and is open
to everybody without exception.
A private blockchain is a blockchain that has an access control
layer built into the protocol. The owner of the blockchain is a single
entitywho has the control overwho can join the network, andwho
can participate in the consensus process of the blockchain. There-
fore, only the participants who get the invitation and permission
can join the private network.
A smart contract is a tiny executable program that is stored
inside a blockchain. Once certain conditions are triggered, the
program can run automatically. Smart contracts permit trusted
transactions and agreements to be carried out among disparate,
anonymous parties without the need for a trusted third party.
The characteristics of the blockchain are listed as follows:
• Decentralized systems. The blockchain network is a peer-to-
peer network which, by its nature, is decentralized. All par-
ticipating nodes have the same copy of the blockchain ledger,
which stores all the encrypted transaction information. The
more people that join the blockchain, the more secure it is.
The more people join the blockchain, the more secure it is.
• Immutability. Blockchains are designed to be immutable.
Once a block is written to a blockchain, the information
cannot be altered.
• Process integrity. Users can trust that transactions will be
executed exactly as the protocol commands, removing the
need for a trusted third party.
• Anonymous. Blockchains use a pseudo-identity mechanism,
i.e., public keys are used as identifying information, and each
user can generate as many pseudo-identities as he/she likes
to increase privacy.
3. Problem definition and systemmodel
3.1. Notations
Let W{w1, w2, . . . , wm} be the set of workers, and
T {ti, t2, . . . , tn} be the set of tasks. Each worker and task has a
unique location denoted by the coordinates (xi, yi). dw,t represents
the distance between the worker and the task, and pw is the
worker’s acceptance rate. Each worker has a preferred working
region Rgwi . TLwi represents the task list for a specific worker wi.
The worker wi’s task list TLwi includes the tasks in Rwi and the
isolated tasks It . Poolu represents the domain of all the users
who registered to the public blockchain and Poolw represents the
domain of workers who have uploaded their preferred working
regions to the blockchain respectively. More notations are shown
in Table 1.
3.2. Problem definition
In this paper, we consider a location privacy problem in a
crowdsensing system where the worker chooses tasks released
by the requester and, in turn, completes each task for a reward.





IDu The ID of the user (a worker or a requester)
IDw The ID of the worker
IDr The ID of the requester
IDa The ID of the agent
It A set of isolate tasks
Poolw A set of workers’ ID
Poolu A set of user’s ID
Rgwi Worker wi ’s preferred working region
Rwti Rewards assigned to task ti
dw,t Distance between the worker and the task
pdwi Worker’s acceptance probability based on distance
pw Worker’s acceptance probability
pdti Task assignment probability based on distance
maxD Worker’s maximum travel distance
TLwi Worker wi ’s task list
t
IDti
due The due time of the task ti
Fig. 2. Framework of the proposed crowdsensing system.
Problem 1. Take a set of workers W{w1, w2, . . . , wm}, each of
which has a locationwi(x, y). T {ti, t2, . . . , tn} are the tasks released
by the requester. Design a location privacy protection method,
throughwhich, the tasks are assigned toworkerswith an enhanced
task assignment success rate, while the workers’ exact locations
and assigned tasks need to be protected.
That is, to protect the privacy of a worker’s location, the
worker’s exact location and the task assigned to the worker both
need to be protected.
3.3. System model
To solve the privacy problems mentioned in the Introduction,
we have developed a new crowdsensing system framework, as
shown in Fig. 2.
Four parties are involved in the proposed framework.
• Miner. The miners are in charge of validating new trans-
actions and recording them on the global ledger. Because
they contribute computing resources, the miners have the
opportunity to gain transaction fees and rewards. In addition,
a miner can also be a requester that posts a task or a worker
that accepts a task.
• Agent. The agent works as a miner in the public blockchain
and organizes a private blockchain. The agent downloads all
the tasks from the public blockchain and publishes them to
the agent’s private blockchain network. Authorized workers
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can choose a task from a private blockchain to avoid disclos-
ing all their transaction records to the public. The agent can
charge a fee to the workers for providing this service.
• Requester. The requester releases the tasks to the blockchain
for the purpose of collecting information from certain loca-
tions. The requester can acquire adequate sensory data by
taking advantage of the smart contracts in the blockchain.
• Worker. The workers are participants who undertake the
tasks published by the requester on the blockchain. They can
choose to take tasks from either the public or the private
blockchains according to their own privacy concerns. Once
the task is complete and the requested data has been up-
loaded, the workers receive their rewards. All workers are
anonymous.
Within the proposed system, the requester releases the tasks to
the public blockchain, and the agents release a copy of the tasks
to their own private blockchains. The workers take the tasks from
either a private blockchain or the public blockchain and complete
the tasks in return for rewards. Agents submit the data collected
from workers to the public blockchain for rewards.
3.4. Adversary model
Assumptions. We assume that all the participants on the
blockchain network are untrusted except few agents. There could
be more than hundreds of agents in the public blockchain. We
believe that at least one or more agents would like to hold the
moral bottom and unwilling to disclose the worker’s information,
which is practical and reasonable.
Attackers. The attacker can be any participant in the blockchain
network.
• Participants in the public blockchain. Anybody can join the
public blockchain, it also can be an attacker. But the partic-
ipants in the public blockchain can only access the worker’s
transaction records recorded on the public blockchain.
• Workers. The attacker can also be a worker. And the work-
ers can get the other worker’s transaction records from the
public ledger. Also, the worker can join some of the private
blockchains and get the other worker’s transaction records
on some agent’s private blockchain networks. But it is not
possible for a worker to join all the agent’s private blockchain
network due to the private blockchain’ member control pro-
tocol.
• Agents. The agents are possible to be malicious as well. Each
agent holds the whole transaction records on his own net-
work. But it is not possible for all of the agents to colludewith
each other.
4. Privacy-preserving crowdsensing system
In this section, we present the proposed blockchain-based
crowdsensing system. The proposed system can solve the three
aforementioned privacy disclosure issues during both the task as-
signment and payment process (i.e., the worker’s current location,
previous location, and future location). Further, the tasks can be
crowdsourced to workers without relying on any trusted parties.
4.1. Overview
Using blockchain’s advantages of anonymization and decentral-
ization, we propose a blockchain-based distributed crowdsensing
system. In the system, blockchains allow the requester and the
worker to reach an agreement for services. The blockchain plays
a third-party role but overcomes the weaknesses of using a third
party, such as a single point of failure in trust. Additionally, the
use of private blockchains prevent re-identification attacks based
on the vast transaction histories. The general idea is that a pri-
vate blockchain distributes theworkers’ transaction records across
many networks held by different agents. Therefore, it is almost
impossible for the attackers to collect all the transaction records to
infer the worker’s real identity, without corrupting all the agents
in the network.
The general executive process of the proposed blockchain based
system is shown in Fig. 3.
• Register (Public Blockchain).Both requesters andworkers need
to register with the blockchain system. Each registered user
is assigned a pair of keys, and their identity is stored in the
user pool. The user’s registered information as a transaction
is recorded in the public ledger of the blockchain.
• Task Assignment. The requester releases the tasks to the
blockchain and assigns the rewards for each task according
to the worker’s uploaded location information.
• Smart Contract Creation in the Public Blockchain. To ensure
fair trade, the requester creates a smart contract, which runs
automatically according to a predefined protocol. Both the
requester and the worker are required to deposit an amount
of cryptocurrency in advance to the blockchain. In addition,
the requester needs to define several rules for workers to
ensure tasks are assigned appropriately and the quality of the
uploaded sensory data.
• Load tasks to the Private Blockchain. The agent downloads all
the information related to the tasks from the public block-
chain andposts all the information on their private blockchain
network. The agent is responsible for maintaining the consis-
tency of the task information on the two blockchain networks
(the public chain and their own private chain).
• Register (Private Blockchain). Theworkers choose an agent and
register with the agent’s private blockchain using the public
keys assigned by the public blockchain. The worker’s identity
is validated, and only the workers who have uploaded their
location information to the public blockchain for the specific
requester are able to gain access.
• Smart Contract Creation in the Private Blockchain. As the agent
needs to take the tasks from the public blockchain, the agent
needs to ensure a task is still available before assigning it
to a worker. Therefore, a new smart contract is created to
ensure each task can be assigned successfully without losing
the cryptocurrency deposit.
• Upload Sensory Data.Workers upload the sensory data to the
blockchain. The miners validate the quality of the uploaded
data. The qualified data is accepted and recorded, and the
corresponding workers receive their rewards. If the sensory
data is unqualified, the worker loses their deposit.
• Payment. If the uploaded data is qualified, the smart contract
automatically executes the payment process.
4.2. Implementation of the proposed system
4.2.1. Register (public blockchain)
A user does not need to register with the blockchain using
his/her real identity. Instead, each user is assigned a pair of keys.
The user registers with the platform using a public key, which does
not contain any information about the user. The public key is then
used as the user’s ID and address for transactions. This anonymous
registration process increases the privacy level of users compared
to traditional crowdsensing systems.
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Fig. 3. Overview of the executive process in the proposed crowdsensing system.
Algorithm 1 Register in the Public Blockchain
Require: Utype
Ensure: pk, sk, Uid, RegisterSucess
1: RegisterSuccess = False;
2: {pk, sk} ← keyGenerator();
3: IDui ← pk;
4: Utype ∈ {Worker, Requester};
5: if IDui ∈ Poolu then
6: return RegisterSuccess
7: end if
8: Poolu ← Upool ∪ {IDui};
9: RegisterSucess = True;
10: return RegisterSucess
Algorithm 1 provides the details of the registration process.
Variable RegisterSuccess is an indicator that reflects whether or
not the registration has been successful. The pair of secret keys is
generated in Step 2. The public key is used as the user’s ID in Step
3. Utype indicates the type of the registered user, which could be a
worker or a requester. If the user ID exists in the user ID pool Poolu,
the ID cannot be re-registered and the registration process fails
(Step 5 to Step 7). If the user ID is not in the Poolu, it is added to the
user pool Poolu in Step 8, and the RegisterSuccess status is changed
to True in Step 9, which indicates that the user has successfully
registered with the public blockchain network.
4.2.2. Task assignment
The requester releases the task information to the blockchain.
The task information includes the description of the task, the
location of the task, the finish time, and the status.
Here, we have combined the two different kinds of task assign-
ment models. That is, workers upload their location information
to the blockchain and choose the tasks they prefer. To guarantee a
high task assignment success rate, different rewards are assigned
to the tasks according to the workers’ location. The details of the
task assignment process are shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Task assignment
Require: Reward budgetWrb, Worker’s preferred working regions
R, A set of tasks T .
Ensure: Tasks with rewards
1: The server release all the tasks T < t1, t2, ..., ttn > to the
blockchain.
2: The workers who would like to take the tasks upload they
preferred working regionR to the blockchain.
3: The server assigns rewards to the tasks according to the up-
loaded working regionR.
4: The workers choose the tasks according to their distances to
the task and the rewards they can get after finish the task.
• Release tasks. The requester releases tasks to the
public blockchain by creating a series of transaction records.
The format of the task is ti⟨L, I, Time⟩. L refers to the task’s
location coordinates, and I is a file that contains the task’s
description. Time indicateswhen the task needs to be finished
by.
• Upload working region R. . Workers are required to upload
their location information to guarantee a success rate. How-
ever, to prevent their location information from being dis-
closed to attackers, we propose that the workers only need to
upload their preferred working regions R⟨o, r⟩ by observing
the distribution of the released tasks instead of their exact
locations, where o is the coordinates of the center of the R
and r is the radius. If the worker uploads their preferred task
regions, the worker’s ID is added to the worker pool Poolw .
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• Assign rewards.Workers usually prefer tasks with short travel
distances assuming all the tasks have the same rewards,
which reduces task success rates. Therefore, we have en-
hanced success rates by assigning tasks different rewards. Ob-
serving the uploaded working regions R, we find that some
tasks cover many working regions, while some tasks are not
included in any working region. Obviously, the probability
of a task being accepted is proportional to the number of
regions the task covers. Hence, higher rewards are assigned
to edge tasks (tasks that cover few regions) to increase the
acceptance rate. Specifically, Rwti ∼ 1pdt , where p
d
t is the
probability of the task being accepted based on the distance.
The minimum probability of acceptance is calculated as the
distance between the task and worker is 2r . Let n be the
number of regions that task t covers, we have pdwi = maxD−2rmaxD ,
and pdt = 1 − (1 − pdwi )n. For the isolated tasks (tasks that
have few interested workers), the acceptance probability is
calculated by counting the number of region centers within
theworker’s maximum travel distance to the task, and let the
average distance to the task be equal tomaxD− r . Therefore,
the probability of edge tasks and isolated tasks being accepted
is increased, which should improve the task’s success rate.
• Task selection. Distance and rewards are two important fac-
tors affecting a worker’s choice. Therefore, we model the
worker’s acceptance probability pw is modeled as a function
of both distance dw,t and reward Rwt , as follows:




) dw,t ≤ maxD
0, dw,t > maxD,
(1)
where y(x) = ex−e−xex+e−x is a hyperbolic tangent function [18]
that is used to map the probability to the range of [0, 1]. The
tasks with lower distances and higher rewards are selected
with high probability, and the taskswith longer distances and
lower rewards are be selected with low probability. If the
distance to the task exceeds the worker’s maximum travel
distance, it will not be selected even if the reward is high.
In addition, according to the rules defined by the requester,
workers can only choose taskswithin their preferredworking
region or isolated tasks.
The process of task assignment does not require the worker’s
exact location information. Instead, workers only need to report
the cloaked regions they prefer. Therefore, exact worker locations
are hiddenwithin cloaked regions and, thus, cannot be disclosed. In
addition, in the proposed task assignment process, the server im-
proves task success rates by assigning rewards instead of appoint-
ing tasks to workers, and the workers choose tasks themselves
according to the rules defined by the server. Therefore, the server
has no idea which tasks a worker has taken. In other words, the
server has no idea where a worker will go. In short, the proposed
task assignment process not only protects the worker’s location
information but also ensures a high task assignment success rate.
4.2.3. Smart contract creation in the public blockchain
To allow for fair trading, a smart contract is created that con-
tains the agreement between requester and workers is created.
Fig. 4 shows the components included in the smart contract.
The requester’s ID and the worker’s ID are included in the
contract. The requester ID indicates the owner of the task, and
the worker ID indicates the worker who has accepted the task.
The user ID is also used as the transaction address for transferring
cryptocurrency. In addition, information about the task is included,
such as the task ID and a description of the work to be completed.
STATUS indicates the status of the task, i.e., whether the task is
Fig. 4. Components of a smart contract created by the requester.
still available or has been accepted by enough workers. REWARDS
shows the cryptocurrency the workers receive on completion.
To prevent cheating by the requester, a deposit is required. The
worker also needs to make a deposit, in case a malicious worker
takes the task but refuses to submit appropriate data. A validation
function in the smart contract verifies whether the worker is eligi-
ble to accept a task according to the rules defined by the requester.
Here, workers can only choose the tasks on their task list (tasks
within the reported region and isolated tasks), while the agent can
choose any tasks for a worker. The purpose of this is to guarantee
consistency and task success rates. The evaluation function in the
smart contract is used to verify whether the submitted sensory
data is appropriate. The evaluation standards are defined by the
requester. We only consider two levels of quality for the sensory
data, qualified and unqualified. Algorithm 3 shows the details of
the executive process.
4.2.4. Task transfer
To prevent great quantities of personal transaction data from
being visible to the public, which leads to identity disclosure, the
published task information and the worker’s registration informa-
tion are forwarded to the private blockchain by agents. The work-
ers can choose to accept tasks from a private blockchain instead
of the public blockchain. Each agent provides a private blockchain
with a copy of the tasks published in the public blockchain as well
as the workers’ information (e.g., ID and location information).
Workers can choose to join any private blockchain with the cor-
responding agent’s permission. The agent must follow the rules
defined by the requester and can only create new contracts with
the workers that have joined their private blockchain.
4.2.5. Registration (private blockchain)
Unlike the public blockchain, workers must be validated by
either the network owner or by a set of rules put in place by the
owner in the private blockchain. In the proposed system, the agent
verifies whether the workers are eligible to join the network by
examining three conditions:
• Whether the number of workers is under the private
blockchain researches the upper limit?
• Whether the worker’s ID is n the worker pool Poolw?
• Whether all the tasks in worker’s task list have been as-
signed?
Specifically, the worker submits their request to the agent to
show their interest in joining the private blockchain network. If
the worker passes an identify authentication, and the worker’s
ID is in the worker pool Poolw , the request should be approved.
Algorithm 4 shows the details of the authentication process.
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Algorithm 3 Contract Creation




Ensure: Tasks with rewards
1: Task← IDt ;
2: Owner ← IDr ;
3: Status← Available;
4: Reject = False;
5: legal = False;
6: Rewards← WithdrawMoney(IDr );
7: if Rewards < Rti then
8: return ContractCreate = False;
9: end if
10: if Validation(IDw) = True then
11: legal = True;
12: Deposite← WithdrawMoney(IDw);
13: Sign the contract with IDw and publish it to the blockchain;
14: Status = UnAvailable;
15: end if
16: if legal = False then
17: return Reject = True;
18: end if
19: SensoryData = WaitDataUpLoading();
20: if current time > t
IDti
due then
21: Status = Fail;
22: IDr ← Transfer(Rewards,Deposite,Owner);
23: return Status;
24: end if
25: if Evaluation(SensoryData) = True then
26: IDw ← Transfer(Rewards,Deposite, IDw);
27: State = Done;
28: else
29: IDr ← Transfer(Deposite,Owner);
30: State = Availabe;
31: end if
Algorithm 4 Authentication Algorithm
Require: pk skWorker pool Poolw
Ensure: Authentication
1: Authentication = False;
2: IsThePerson = UserAuthentication(pk, Ensk(pk));
3: if IsThePerson = False then
4: return Authentication
5: end if
6: ifWid ∈ Poolw then
7: return Authentication = True;
8: end if
9: return Authentication
4.2.6. Smart contract creation in private blockchains
Because a task’s status does not automatically synchronize the
public blockchain with the private blockchains, the agent needs to
check whether or not the task is available in the public blockchain
before assigning it to workers to avoid problems with a null smart
contract. For example, assigning a contract to a worker for a task
that is no longer available would mean both the agent and the
worker lose their deposit. Or if an agent assigns a contract to a
requester but the worker changes their mind and subsequently re-
fuses to accept the task, the agentwill lose their deposit. Therefore,
the agent must create a separate smart contract with the workers
to ensure the agent does not lose their deposit. The details of this
contract are shown in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 The Smart contract in the Private blockchain
Require: User IDWid, Task listWtlist , Task ID Tid, Due time t
Tid
due
Ensure: Tasks with rewards
1: Task← IDt ;
2: Owner ← IDr ;
3: Status← UnDistributed;
4: Reject = False;
5: legal = False;
6: Rewards← WithdrawMoney(IDa);
7: if Rewards < Rti then
8: return ContractCreate = False
9: end if
10: if Validation(IDw) = True then
11: legal = True;
12: Deposite← WithdrawMoney(IDw);
13: Sign the contract with IDw and publish it to the blockchain.
14: Status = Undetermined;
15: end if
16: if legal = False then
17: return Reject = True
18: end if
19: The agent sign contractwith requester in the public blockchain.
20: if The agent gets the task then
21: Status = UnAvailable;
22: end if
23: if The agent does not get the task then
24: IDw ← transfer(Deposite);
25: IDa ← transfer(Rewards);
26: Status = Done;
27: end if
28: SensoryData = WaitDataUpLoading();
29: if current time > t
IDti
due then
30: Status = Fail;
31: IDr ← Transfer(Rewards,Deposite,Owner)
32: return Status
33: end if
34: if Evaluation(SensoryData) = Ture then
35: IDw ← Transfer(Rewards,Deposite, IDw);
36: State = Done;
37: else
38: IDr ← Transfer(Deposite,Owner)
39: State = UnDistributed;
40: end if
Unlike contracts on the public blockchain, an agent cannot be
sure whether or not a task is still available. Therefore, the initial
status of the task is UnDistributed (Step 3), which means the task
has not yet been completed. Once a worker signs a contract with
the agent, the task’s status is changed toUndecided (Step 13),which
means the task has been assigned to at least one worker, but it
is not clear whether the task is still available. The agent must
continue to check the status of tasks in the public blockchain and
update the status of each one. If the relevant task is still available,
the agent signs the contract with the requester. The status of the
task is then changed toUnAvailable in the private blockchain (Steps
20 to 22). Steps 23 to 27 shows that if the task is not available, the
deposits are paid back to the agent and the worker. The status of
the task changes to Donewhen the task is successfully completed.
The public blockchain uses the same process.
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4.2.7. Upload sensory data
Once each worker finishes their task, they upload the sensory
data to the blockchain. If the task takes longer than the required
time, the contract is terminated, and the task fails. If the worker
finishes and uploads the data on time, the miners validate the
quality of the uploaded data. How quality is evaluated is beyond
the scope of this paper. Hence, we have only included two levels
of quality — qualified and unqualified. Interested readers can refer
to paper [19] for quality estimation. If the uploaded sensory data
satisfies the requirements defined by the requester (i.e., the data
is qualified), the worker receives their rewards and their deposit
is refunded. If the uploaded sensory data does not satisfy the
requirements (i.e., the data is unqualified) the worker does not
receive their reward, and the deposit is transferred to the agent.
4.2.8. Payment
Contra to traditional payment methods, in a blockchain net-
work, a worker’s account information is not linked to any personal
information. The smart contract automatically pays workers in a
cryptocurrency through their public keys without knowing their
real identity.
5. Privacy ans security analysis
5.1. Privacy analysis
In this paper, we consider three forms of location privacy dis-
closure common to traditional crowdsensing systems and analyze
how our proposed system tackles these attacks.
• The server knows a worker’s current location when they
submit their interest in a task. This type of privacy disclosure
occurs when the workers upload their exact location to the
server so that tasks can be assigned appropriately. In the
proposed system, the workers upload their preferred work-
ing regions instead of their exact location. Workers in the
blockchain network are anonymous, so even a worker’s iden-
tity is re-identified, the attacker has no idea of the worker’s
exact location. In addition, the workers can choose to cloak
their preferred regions to suit their own privacy needs. More
cautious workers can submit larger areas with a shifted cen-
ter to hide their location.
• The server knows a worker’s future location from the task
assigned. In the proposed system, tasks are not assigned
by the requester or the server. Instead, workers choose the
tasks they would like to undertake. Additionally, the workers
are anonymized in the blockchain system. To prevent re-
identification attacks, a private blockchain is introduced to
distribute transaction records. As the private blockchain has
the membership control, not all the participants can access.
Therefore, with the proposed crowdsensing system, workers
can protect their location information by registeringmultiple
accounts and choosing tasks through different agents.
• The server knows a worker’s previous location from the
payment process. Traditional crowdsensing systems cannot
avoid this type of location privacy disclosure. In a traditional
payment method, the user’s bank account information must
be authenticated with their real name. Hence, it is inevitable
that a server will discover a worker’s real identity. Also, as
mentioned, payments can be linked to tasks. The proposed
system uses cryptocurrency and workers are anonymized, so
payments can be made without knowing the worker’s real
identity.
Basedon the above analysis,we claim that theproposedmethod
can effectively prevent the location privacy disclosure in spatial
crowdsensing systems.
5.2. Security analysis
As previously discussed, a traditional crowdsensing system in-
evitably discloses private information during the payment process.
Currently, the only way to solve this problem is to introduce a
trustworthy third party. However, it is difficult to guarantee proper
and safe payments through a third party. For example, a worker
completes a task on time and the data is qualified, but the trusted
third party underpays the worker or even refuses to pay the re-
ward.
The proposed blockchain-based system takes advantage of
blockchain’s inherent characteristics to eliminate the security
threats brought by trusted third parties. The requester and the
worker reach an agreement by signing a smart contract on the
blockchain. The requester defines the rules of payment, including
the evaluation criteria of the sensory data, the corresponding
rewards, and so on. Once the smart contract is triggered, the
predefined program runs automatically, and the corresponding
rewards are paid.
Another security threat in traditional crowdsensing systems
comes from malicious workers who accept tasks but do not sub-
sequently submit qualified data or even undertake the task. These
malicious acts often mean conscientious workers do not receive
their rewards because the requester fails to collect enough data.
The usual practice in traditional systems is to build a reputation
management system, and onlyworkerswhowith good reputations
are allocated tasks. However, this system penalizes new workers,
as they have no established reputation.
The proposed system effectively solves this type of security
problem. Both the requester and theworkers need to deposit some
amount of cryptocurrency before the task is assigned. If theworker
does not submit qualified data on time, the deposit is paid to the
requester (or agent) according to the program predefined in the
smart contract. The consensus protocol of the blockchain ensures
that the smart contracts are executed correctly. The combination
of a smart contract and a deposit-based mechanism ensures fair
trading between the workers and the requesters.
A possible security problem in the proposed system is that the
uploaded data may be downloaded and reused by other malicious
workers. This problem can be solved by encrypting the sensory
data using the requester’s or agent’s public key before uploading
it to the blockchain network. And the new method need to be
proposed to solve the data quality evaluation problem. Therefore,
we take this problem as an future work.
6. Performance evaluation
We analyzed the performance of the proposed system in two
respects: the task assignment success rate, and the execution effi-
ciency using blockchain.
6.1. Task assignment
The task assignment success rate (TASR)was evaluated through
a series of experiments using both a real-world dataset and a
synthetic dataset. We used the Yelp business dataset [20] as the
real-world data,which includes information about local businesses
in four countries. Gyms located in Australia were used as the task
locations, and post offices were used as workers. Further, we com-
pared the proposed method with three baselines. The proposed
method is denoted as TA+p+r, whichmeansworkers upload their
preferred working region and the tasks have different rewards.
• Baseline 1: The workers upload their preferred working re-
gion and the tasks have the same rewards (TA+ p− r).
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Table 2
TASR by varying maxD in the Yelp dataset.
3 km 5 km 7 km 9 km 11 km 13 km
TA+p+r 0.474 0.604 0.684 0.738 0.782 0.823
TA+p+r 0.447 0.564 0.633 0.693 0.748 0.784
TA+p−r 0.455 0.620 0.691 0.742 0.790 0.817
TA−p−r 0.440 0.584 0.660 0.703 0.741 0.771
Table 3
TASR by varying maxD in the synthetic dataset.
15 km 25 km 35 km 45 km 55 km 65 km
TA+p+r 0.433 0.653 0.792 0.877 0.93 0.965
TA−p+r 0.421 0.643 0.773 0.856 0.909 0.953
TA+p−r 0.43 0.659 0.798 0.873 0.913 0.957
TA−p−r 0.428 0.638 0.773 0.862 0.907 0.954
Table 4
TASR when varying the number of workers in the synthetic dataset.
10 40 70 100 130 160
TA+p+r 0.24 0.519 0.714 0.826 0.92 0.939
TA−p+r 0.174 0.517 0.705 0.819 0.909 0.93
TA+p−r 0.264 0.496 0.693 0.830 0.925 0.946
TA−p−r 0.163 0.483 0.672 0.820 0.913 0.941
• Baseline 2: The workers upload their exact location and the
tasks have different rewards (TA− p+ r).
• Baseline 3: The workers upload their exact locations and the
tasks have the same rewards (TA− p− r).
Table 2 shows the results on the Yelp dataset at different max-
imum travel distances. Obviously, the TASR increased with an
increase in maxD because there are more tasks that cannot be
reached if the value of maxD is small. In addition, we observed
that the methods with different rewards (TA+ r+ p, TA+ r− p)
performed better than methods with the same rewards for all
tasks (TA + r + p, TA − r − p) regardless of the value of the
maximum travel distance. This is because higher rewards prompt
the workers to choose tasks with a greater travel distance, which
contributes to the TASR. Also, we find that the methods using
cloaking regions do not reduce the TASR compared to the methods
that use exact location information; they perform similarly. This
means that using a cloaking region does not affect the assigned
rewards.
We also tested all themethods using a synthetic dataset. Specif-
ically, we randomly generated 1000 tasks and 30 workers with
both x and y coordinates within the range [1, 1000].
Table 3 shows the results on the synthetic datasetwith different
maximum travel distances. Similar results can be observed.
Table 4 shows the results when varying the number of workers
from 10 to 160 in steps of 30 at amaxD = 15 km.
We observe that the proposed method outperformed all meth-
ods that assign the same rewards to each task in all settings. Also,
with a small number ofworkers, the TASRwasmuch lower because
a limited number of workers means fewer tasks can be completed.
The TA + r + p method significantly outperformed the TA −
r + p method with only ten workers. However, the performance
difference between the two methods decreased as the number of
workers increased. But the TA + r + p method still outperformed
the TA − r + p method. Similarly, using cloaked regions did not
affect task assignment, no matter how many workers there were.
6.2. Efficiency analysis
Theoretically, blockchain’s design provides a security environ-
ment that is easily adapted to a crowdsensing framework. Due to
its distributed and decentralized nature, blockchain eliminates a
potential single point of failure associated with traditional crowd-
sensing systems. Its anonymous nature allows the workers to
complete tasks without disclosing their real identity. Executing
of the smart contract allows for safe and fair trading, which has
positive impacts on the efficiency of transactions betweenworkers
and requesters.
The biggest concern with using blockchain is the latency of the
confirmation time because blockchain requires a strict verification
process to create new transaction records. In the proposed sys-
tem, the requester calculates assigned rewards off the chain to
reduce the number of computing resources needed on the chain.
The time complexity for executing a smart contract is less than
O(n). Therefore, there are no burdensome computing tasks on the
blockchain. A pioneering work, [21], has shown that only con-
ducting lightweight processing tasks on the blockchain improves
efficiency. Therefore, the efficiency of the proposed system is ac-
ceptable.
7. Related work
Preserving privacy in crowdsensing. Various technologies have
been proposed to protect a worker’s location information [22–
31]. For example, dummy locations [22] protects user locations
by adding false positions to the true location information before
sending it to the server. Cloaking regions [25] transform an exact
location into a region large enough to thwart attacks. Differential
privacy-based methods [26] add controlled random noise to a
user’s location, making it indistinguishable from other locations
within a predefined radius r. The transformation method [27]
performs basic geometric operations on the user’s location, and
private information retrieval [28] protects the user’s location by
applying encryption.
Most of these technologies have been used in crowdsourcing
systems to protect the workers’ location privacy. Hu et al. [32] em-
ployed a peer-to-peer cloaking technique to cloakworker locations
among k − 1 other workers. Shen et al. [12] applied an encryp-
tion technique and proposed a privacy framework that performs
worker task matching in an encrypted domain. Wang et al. [33]
proposed a location privacy-preserving task allocation framework
with geo-obfuscation to protect users’ locations during task as-
signments, which means make participants obfuscate their re-
ported locations under the guarantee of differential privacy. Zhu
et al. [34] proposed a location privacy-preserving mechanism CKD
for amobile crowdsensing system. Theproposedmethod combines
k-anonymity and differential privacy-preserving technologies. Bin
et al. [35] presented a clustering method in which the location of
the virtual cluster center is reported to the server by a cluster head.
Once the cluster head receives the task from the server, tasks are
assigned to the chosen cluster member according to their exact
location.
Most of these methods only considered the first situation of
location privacy disclosure during the process of task assignment.
That is, they hide the workers’ exact location to prevent attackers
from inferring where the workers are. Only a few are able to hide
the tasks the worker accepts, and none consider privacy disclosure
during the payment process. Therefore, a worker’s location infor-
mation can be disclosed once they complete the task and receive
the payment.
Blockchain-based crowdsensing systems. Blockchain technology
has been well studied, but there have been only a few efforts to
combine a blockchain with a crowdsensing system. Li et al. [36]
presented a design for CrowdBC, which is a blockchain-based
decentralized framework for crowdsensing systems. A series of
algorithms based on smart contracts have also been developed.
The main purpose of paper [36] is to address the problem of
a single point of failure in the traditional crowdsensing system.
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Wanget al. [37] proposed a secure incentivemechanism for crowd-
sensing applications, where cryptocurrency built on a blockchain
is used to prevent the security issues caused by a trustful center. Lu
et al. [17] presented a private and anonymous crowdsensing sys-
tem (ZebraLancer) built atop Open Blockchain. ZebraLance allows
a fair exchange between crowdsourced data and its corresponding
rewards. To guarantee anonymity while preserving accountability,
they proposed an anonymous authentication scheme that supports
a delicate linkability but only for authenticated messages sharing
a common prefix. Federico et al. [38] proposed a blockchain-
based crowdsensing application for process court adjudications.
The mentioned workers solved the security problem, the pri-
vacy problem of Blockchain, and the specific application problem.
However, the location privacy problems in existing crowdsensing
systems were not discussed.
8. Conclusion
This paper analyzes the current privacy problems in the exist-
ing spatial crowdsensing system where worker locations are in-
evitably disclosed during the payment process. To prevent
breaches of privacy, we proposed a novel blockchain-based
privacy-preserving crowdsensing system. We use the anonymous
nature of blockchains to protect the real identity of workers. To
prevent re-identification attacks, private blockchains are hosted
by agents. The public blockchain is transparent, but a worker’s
transaction history is distributed across the private blockchain
networks, which effectively prevents re-identification attacks. In
addition, during the task assignment stage, we propose a new
task assignment pattern. We combine the WST and SAT models
together to reduce the ways location privacy can be disclosed
and enhance the task assignment success rates through a reward
assignment system. The experiments show that the proposed
method performs well while protecting the privacy of worker
locations.
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